Press Release

CETECOM launches its new product CERT
Summary: CETECOM CERT is an online database providing all the information required for the global approval
planning process. At any time, CERT provides you with all the information you need to successfully approve your
products and manage the certification.
November 14, 2017 / Essen, Germany – Manufacturers of products are faced with various issues before the market
launch:


In which countries can I or would I like to market my product?



Which technologies do I plan to use in which markets and what are the associated specifications?



Which certifications are relevant in which markets?



What must be considered when using the relevant certification labels?



How long does the certification process take?

But even after the market launch of the product, the administrative effort for manufacturers does not end:


Which of my products are certified in which target markets?



How long is certification valid in my target markets?



When do I have to initiate a recertification?

The answer to these or similar questions requires a complex information management on the part of the manufacturer. Storing,
updating and linking the technology and certification-relevant information results in a huge effort: To diversified and little
documented are the regulations and processes for different countries.
Our new product - CETECOM CERT - provides you with the answers to all your relevant questions before, during and after
the certification process.
CETECOM CERT is your tool to help you master all your certification and approval management challenges. It provides you
with a comprehensive overview of all certification information of products with wireless technologies, and facilitates your
certificate monitoring and management.
Convince yourself: www.cetecomcert.com

About CETECOM
For over twenty years, CETECOM has been renowned as an independent provider for test and certification
services. With test labs in Europe, North America and Asia, CETECOM provides consulting, testing and certification
for wireless technologies such as Cellular, Bluetooth, Wi-Fi, RFID, NFC, WPT and Radar. We furthermore perform
a wide range of testing in the areas of EMC, Radio, OTA, SAR, field trials, electrical safety and acoustics.
Contact CETECOM
Email: contact@cetecom.com
Website: www.cetecom.com
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